End-User Guide for Alcohol-based Hand Sanitizer

1. Allow adequate time for the product to completely dry on your hands before you touch anything that may cause a spark or be considered an ignition source (e.g. plugging in an electrical cord or turning on/off a light switch).

2. Avoid applying the product to your hands over any piece of electrical equipment. Examples: computer keyboards, copy machines, stoves, toasters, etc.

3. Any containers that appear damaged or leaking shall be removed from use and disposed of properly. Remember, this product is a flammable liquid and should not be thrown in the trash. Seek advice from your supervisor for proper reporting of identified dispenser problems.

4. Care should be taken regarding overspray getting onto clothing to avoid over-saturation. If you experience this or observe it occur to someone else, allow sufficient time for the vapors to dissipate before using or being near electrical equipment or other spark producing items.

5. Do not use this product near any open flame producing equipment.

6. As a reminder, purchasing personal hand sanitizer and bringing it to your workplace may cause safety code compliance problems. Please obtain permission from your supervisor prior to bringing in any hand sanitizer product to your workplace.

7. The following conditions are not permitted:
   a. Dispensers closer than 1-inch to any electrical equipment
   b. Dispensers mounted directly over electrical switches, outlets, or other equipment
   c. Individual loose dispensers closer than 48 inches to one another

   Note: Please notify your supervisor if you observe any of the conditions listed above.